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Scene graphs are a structured representation, with ob-
jects as nodes with attributes, and edges marking the se-
mantic relationship between objects. Generating images
from scene graphs, an emerging research direction, usually
is a two-step process. First creating a scene layout using
graph convolutional networks (GCN) and next generating a
realistic RGB image from that layout. None of the exist-
ing methods performing scene graph to image generation
[3, 5, 8] or layout generation [4, 7] use the attributes associ-
ated with the nodes. For example, for generating an image
of a table, the system never gets round or rectangular as in-
put. Here, we take one step forward to process attributed
scene graphs while creating scene layout.

Most work on scene graphs uses the Visual Genome
(VG) dataset [2] which provides human-annotated scene
graphs. VG provides only bounding boxes for object in-
stances but not their segmentation masks. To overcome
the known issues of incomplete and incorrect annotations
in VG, researchers often use synthetic scene graphs from
COCO stuff [1], but those graphs are limited to simple ge-
ometric relationships (above, below, left, right, inside, sur-
rounding). We also note that although COCO stuff has seg-
mentation masks annotation, it lacks attribute annotations.
In this work, we exploit supervision of segmentation [1] and
attributes [6] for COCO instances from different sources in
a layout composition training framework.

Training with Segmentation and Attributes: Since no
scene graph datasets exist with both segmentation and at-
tribute annotation, we combine COCO stuff and COCO at-
tribute together. We divide the attributes set into two sep-
arate categories. Shape-altering attributes such as round,
rectangular, standing, running, square and color-altering
attributes such red, white, smiling, shiny. We create syn-
thetic scene graph with pair-wise geometric relationships
from COCO stuff. Additionally we curate shape-altering at-
tributes for the objects belonging to the super categories of
person, vehicle, animal and food by matching instance ids
from both the datasets. COCO stuff and COCO attributes
have annotations on train2017 and train2014 split of COCO
respectively. If an instance does not have any attribute, we

Figure 1: Mask prediction module uses the location, category and at-
tribute word vectors.

Figure 2: Generating object masks for VG scene graphs. Ground truth (GT) bounding boxes and
image are shown for reference. GT segmentation masks not available.

use a sentinel. Figure 1 shows how the GCN object embed-
ding vector is used to predict the bounding box and each
predicted bounding box along with category and attribute
word vectors are used to predict the segmentation mask for
each object. All of them are combined to form the scene
layout.

Weakly Supervised Scene Layout Composition: Un-
like the localization (bounding box or extreme points [7])
prediction net, the mask prediction network does not use
the graph embedding vectors directly. Thus, we can gener-
ate precise scene layouts for VG scene graphs by leverag-
ing weak supervision of bounding boxes, and keeping the
weights of the mask generation network unchanged after
training using COCO. Fig 2 shows an example of such gen-
erated scene layout from a VG scene graph where object
category, attribute and relationship vocabulary are different
from COCO.

Challenges and future work: Intersection-Over-Union
(IOU) or even the recently proposed metric Relation Score
[7, 8] can not measure compliance with an attributed scene
graph. We need new metrics for this task. Proposed frame-
work for handling attributed Scene Graph currently only
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works for high frequency attributes. Long-tailed attribute
distribution is a challenge, and we leave dealing with low-
frequency attributes as future work.
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